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’ INTRODUCTION

Many aqueous systems of biological interest such as proteins
or membranes comprising charged lipids are heterogeneously
charged. In some cases, they can contain oppositely charged
domains on two opposing, nearby surfaces. Although the net
charge may be neutral in these systems, the charge distribution
may be heterogeneous with a significant local net charge. This
charge heterogeneity can play an important role in the interac-
tions between two such surfaces that will depend strongly on the
size and organization (correlations) of the charge domains.1

Recently, efforts have been exerted to understand the interac-
tions between surfaces bearing “patchy” charged domains.2�7

Patchy charged surfaces have been prepared experimentally8�10

by coating a mica surface with a monolayer of a hydrophobic,
cationic lipid; the polar groups are attached to the mica layer, and
the chains extend away from the surface. Exposing such a treated
surface to water in the absence of excess lipid causes roughly half of
the lipid to “double over” and form a bilayer on the surface; AFM
reveals irregular bilayer domains tens of nanometers in size. The
finite-size domains of the cationic bilayer may be stabilized by the
competition of the short-range line tension, which is responsible for
the hydrophobic attraction, and the longer-ranged electrostatic
repulsion of similarly charged lipids. These experimentsmeasured a
long-range attraction up to 60�80 nm nanometers between mica
surfaces; the magnitude of the attraction is several orders of
magnitude higher than expected from van der Waals interactions.

A theoretical analysis6,11 of the problem showed that on a
single surface, nanometer-sized domains should form due to the
competing interactions. The theory predicts a first-order phase
transition between finite-sized charged domains and macro-
scopic domains when either the salt concentration or the line
tension exceeds a critical value. In addition, the interactions
between two such patchy surfaces have also been studied.11

Reference 5 suggests that in the weakly charged, Debye�Huckel
(DH) regime, the addition of salt can actually increase the
attractive interactions between surfaces. This counterintuitive
result stems from the increased interaction strength of larger
correlated domains (the domain size in the presence of relatively
high salt is inversely related to the screening length) which more
than compensates for the additional electrostatic screening
between domains.

These theories5 assume that charged domains on opposite
surfaces or membranes are perfectly anticorrelated (with positive
domains above negative ones), which presupposes rapid equi-
librium of the domain size as the surface separation changes. As
such, the interactions depend on the domain size and salt
concentration. In this paper, we investigate the interactions of
two patchy charged surfaces using particle simulations without
assuming anything about their correlations. We predict the
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ABSTRACT: Despite their neutrality, surfaces or membranes
with equal amounts of positive and negative charge can exhibit
long-range electrostatic interactions if the surface charge is
heterogeneous; this can happen when the surface charges form
finite-size domain structures. These domains can be formed in
lipid membranes where the balance of the different ranges of
strong but short-ranged hydrophobic interactions and longer-
ranged electrostatic repulsion result in a finite, stable domain
size. If the domain size is large enough, oppositely charged domains in two opposing surfaces or membranes can be strongly
correlated by the elecrostatic interactions; these correlations give rise to an attractive interaction of the two membranes or surfaces
over separations on the order of the domain size. We use numerical simulations to demonstrate the existence of strong attractions at
separations of tens of nanometers. Large line tensions result in larger domains but also increase the charge density within the
domain. This promotes correlations and, as a result, increases the intermembrane attraction. On the other hand, increasing the salt
concentration increases both the domain size and degree of domain anticorrelation, but the interactions are ultimately reduced due
to increased screening. The result is a decrease in the net attraction as salt concentration is increased.
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magnitude and range of the long-range attraction between
heterogeneously chargedmembranes as a function of the domain
size and their degree of anticorrelation.

These molecular simulations depend on various assumptions
regarding the form and magnitude of molecular interactions. We
find that the domain size can be sensitive to both the form of the
short-range potential and its magnitude, both of which can
modify the line tension. Larger domains are formed on surfaces
with smaller surface charge densities since the line tension
dominates the electrostatic repulsion. However, in contrast to
the domain size, the attractive pressure is reduced for smaller
bare surface charge density. This suggests that increasing domain
size does not necessarily imply larger attractive pressure. A
similar trend is seen in our simulations when the salt concentra-
tion is varied. Higher salt resulted in larger domains consistent
with theory, but the attractive pressure decreased as the salt
concentration increased.5,6

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we describe
the system and the simulationmethod. This is followed in section
III by the simulation results under various conditions of surface
charge density and salt. We discuss and summarize the physical
meaning of the results in section IV.

’SIMULATION

We performed Monte Carlo simulations to study the interac-
tion between two heterogeneously charged planes.12 The system
exhibits two-dimensional periodicity in directions parallel to the
membranes but is finite in the normal direction. We assume for
simplicity that the membranes are perfectly flat. The charged
particles are modeled as hard spheres with the charge concen-
trated at the center. The configuration of the system is shown in
Figure 1. In the experiments the positively and negatively
charged domains8,9 are associated with regions of bare mica,
with a negative surface charge, and lipid bilayer patches, with
positive surface charge. In our simulations, we model these
patchy charged domains by surface-bound spheres of both
positive charge (representing areas of lipid bilayer) and negative
charge (representing areas of bare mica). The charges are
confined to a fixed plane on the bilayer but are allowed to
dynamically rearrange by motion along the surface. The

molecules that constitute the mica surface are modeled as
charged, hard spheres, while the charged lipid molecules are
modeled as charged, cohesive molecules with a cohesion energy
to account for the tail interactions of lipid molecules. This
cohesion energy is responsible for the positive line tension
between the lipid and mica domains (in the absence of electro-
static effects).

We typically chose values of (e for the positive and negative
surface particles with the constraint that the surface remains
macroscopically neutral. The bulk aqueous phase that separates
the two patchy charged surfaces contains salt ions that are free to
move in all three dimensions. The grand canonical Monte Carlo
simulation method is applied with a constraint of constant salt
chemical potential.13 The chemical potential is calculated from
the 3D periodic canonical ensemble simulation using a modified
inverse Widom’s method.14�17 To maintain charge neutrality in
the aqueous phase, a neutral set of positive and negative salt ions
is selected together at every trial step; in our case, we insert or
delete a set of both one positive and one negative salt particle at
each step.

Our simulations were done with two plausible forms for the
nonelectrostatic part of the interactions between the surface
lipids that are not simple spherical molecules. We thus consider
effective interactions between the lipids that depend only on the
spacing of their centers. The interactions were modeled either as
Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions18

ULJ ¼ � εatt
σ

j rBi � rBjj

 !6

þ εrep
σ

j rBi � rBjj

 !12

or by an anisotropic alignment potential (Aln) (whose repulsive
part is identical with the LJ interaction) as suggested by Brown19

UAln ¼ � εatt
σ

j rBi � rBjj

 !2

þ εrep
σ

j rBi � rBjj

 !12

ð1Þ

where σ is the diameter of a sphere and rBij is the vector that
specifies the vector distance between particles i and j. We will
compare the results of these two different interaction potentials.
In addition to the electrostatic interactions, the nonelectrostatic
interactions of nonlipid molecules are modeled as hard spheres.

Electrostatic interactions were calculated by the MMM2D
method which converts the charge interaction in the 2D periodic
system (two, 2D membranes separated by a finite distance) to a

Figure 1. Side view of the system configuration. Light blue circles are
positive ions, and light red circles are negative ions. The gray regions
indicate the overlap of similarly charged surface molecules. The distance
between charged surface is D.

Table 1. Parameters Used

symbol meaning

σ diameter of a charged particle

σs bare surface charge density

rBij vector distance between particle i and j

ε dielectric constant of the system

εatt coefficient of attractive part of nonelectrostatic potential

εrep coefficient of repulsive part of nonelectrostatic potential

κ
�1 inverse screening length

lB Bjerrum length

R domain size

D separation of membranes

g overlap ratio
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rapidly converging series.20 We treat water and the membrane as
a uniform dielectric media with dielectric constant ε = 79. For
simplicity, we neglect the finite dielectric contrast and assume
that the electric field is nonzero only in the aqueous phase.

One problem in the simulations is that particles within a
domain are bound by strong, short-range attractions and there-
fore move slowly. This means that a huge amount of simulation
time is needed to properly sample the system under thermo-
dynamic conditions. We accelerate this process by adding trial
steps of global exchange of different types of surface particles and
the cluster movement steps. Two types of the global exchange
steps are considered: One exchanges particles randomly, and the
other exchanges particles that are located near domain interfaces.
In addition, three types of cluster movements were considered:
One is a cluster movement of a single species (lipids), and the
second is a cluster movement of two nearby species (lipid and
surface charges). In addition, we allow for cluster movement of
multiple domains. We emphasize that detailed balance must be
obeyed before and after these trial moves, and there must be
enough time between cluster moves so that the individual
particles readjust in response to the new configuration.

In the simulations, the clusters are renewed every 5000 steps
and the simulation is run for 4� 105�106 steps. Our criterion for
reaching equilibrium is related to the number of clusters. If total
number of clusters remains stable for 105 steps, we consider that
the system is in equilibrium; we then begin the data production
steps. For the results shown here, three simulations were
repeated for each parameter set.

’RESULTS

System and Assumptions. In the initial stages of the simula-
tion, positive surface charges (lipids in our model) aggregate due
to the attractive hydrophobic interaction until the energetic cost
of the electrostatic repulsion of lipids balances their cohesion
energy; compared with infinite domains, the line energy of finite-
size domains is increased but their electrostatic energy is
decreased. Once the equilibrium domain size is reached, the

domains remain roughly constant in size with small fluctuations
at the boundaries. The domains diffuse slowly and change only
near their boundaries. Global exchange steps and cluster moves
help the system to evolve more efficiently. We repeated the
simulation three times for each parameter set and found that the
variations of the measured, average domain size or pressure
presented in the results were small.
Our simulations have twomajor simplifications: the first one is

that the lipid chain is represented by a single spherical particle,
and the net electrostatic interaction and nonelectrostatic inter-
actions are determined by the average intermolecular spacing.
The other simplification is that we do not self-consistently
calculate the effects of charge regulation on our system. The
bare surface charge density used in the simulations is much larger
than the measured, regulated effective surface charge density.
However, the effective surface charge densities are often mea-
sured using surface forces and are extrapolated from the De-
bye�Huckel regime. This typically substantially underestimates
the surface charge by 10�100 for millimolar salt concentrations.
We describe this in more detail in the Appendix. We model the
nonelectrostatic interactions of hydrophobic chains by potentials
that depend only on the average intermolecular spacing; real lipid
systems have additional degrees of freedom. To partially remedy
this shortcoming, we consider our potentials as describing
effective interactions between the lipids. Two types of such
effective short-ranged simplification interactions (LJ and Aln)
were used to mimic the hydrophobic properties.
To highlight the contrast between them, we used different

values of εatt. In Figure 2a, the LJ potential with εatt = 10 kBT and
the Aln potential with εatt = 6 kBT are plotted. The repulsive part
is taken to be identical: εrep = 4 kBT for both. As seen in the figure,
the LJ potential has a deeper energy minimum and a narrower
attractive well compared with the Aln potential, which has a
broader and shallower attractive well. Figure 2b shows that larger
domains are formed for Aln potential than for LJ potential. The
inverse screening length κ�1, which varies with the inverse square
root of the salt concentration, is chosen as 1000 Å, appropriate to
pure water at a pH of 5. The number density of bare surface

Figure 2. (a) Comparison of Lennard-Jones and Aln potentials. εatt is 10 kBT for LJ and 6 kBT for Aln, and εrep is 4 kBT for both. The x-axis is normalized
by the soft-core radius, σ/2, associated with the lipid particles, and is 7 Å. (b) Average domain sizeR is plotted as a function of the intersurface separation,
D, for the short-ranged lipid potentials shown in (a). The Aln model results in domains that are twice as large as those predicted by the LJ model. The
domain size increases for small values of D ∼ 10 nm, but for larger values of D, the domain size remains fairly constant.
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charge is taken as ∼0.33 nm�2. Mica is known to have a surface
charge density of 1.8 e/nm2 when it is fully charged. However,
charge regulation effects tend to reduce the surface charge. The
charging ratio is determined by the concentration of charged
particles, the pH, and the dielectric constant of the solvent
(among other effects), but in general, we seldom expect the
surface to be fully charged under normal conditions. In this study
0.33 e/nm2 is chosen as the overall surface charge density, since
we did not find measurably strong attractions below this surface
charge density. However, it is worth mentioning that recent
experimental studies of uniformly charged mica with no addi-
tional species reported that the regulated effective surface charge
density of bare mica is much smaller, around 0.015 e/nm2.21

Comparisonwith Experiment.The Gouy�Chapman length
(�1/2πqlBσs) that corresponds to the parameters mentioned
above is about 7 Å. The hard-core radius of the negatively
charged surface particle is taken to 6 Å, and the LJ radius, σs/2,
of the positive surface particle is taken to be 7 Å. While this is
somewhat arbitrary, the actual sizes may indeed be different in a
given experiment. The simulations model the aqueous phase as
containing monovalent salt with a hard-core repulsive diameter
of σ = 5 Å. The size of the system periodic boundary is about
87.2 nm; this allows us to simulate 5000 surface particles. The
domain size, R, of the patchy charged surface is inversely
proportional to the first moment of the scattering structure
factor, S(k)22

R ¼ 2π=kave ð2Þ
where

kave ¼
R kmax

k¼ 0 kSðkÞR kmax

k¼ 0 SðkÞ
We find that the Aln potential results in larger domains as well

as higher attractive pressures between two opposing patchy
charged surfaces. This result indicates that the width of the
attractive well of the potential plays an important role in
determining the nature of the patchy charged domain. We also
note that Aln potential allows the system to evolve, diffuse, and
hence reach equilibrium faster than the LJ potential. In fact, this

efficiency makes the simulation much faster, and thus we
emphasize results obtained using the Aln potential.
The net pressure between the charged surfaces is calculated by

statistically averaging

P ¼ Pen þ Pel þ Pcol

where Pen is the entropic pressure due to the salt, Pel is the
electrostatic pressure at themidplane of twomembranes, and Pcol
is a hard-core interaction pressure due to the finite size of salt
particles. The electrostatic contribution is dominant and gives
rise to the attraction between the charged surfaces. The con-
tributions from Pel and Pcol are zero when the salt concentration
is zero and remain small for low salt concentrations.
Meyer et al.8 measured the long-range nature of the attraction

between two patchy membranes. They showed clear evidence of
the formation of large, similarly charged domains on the mica
surface via AFM image. From the AFM images, we estimate the
domain sizes in the range of several tens to hundreds of
nanometers. In this section, we show that our simulations can
reproduce the long-range attractive pressure seen in the experi-
ments and relate this to the nature of the finite charged domains.
In Figure 3b, we reproduce the experimental results of Meyer

et al.8 showing the long-range attraction between two patchy
membranes as a function of their separation. We also show the
simulation results that are in good agreement with the experi-
ment. In Figure 3, the domain size is plotted as a function of the
distance between the two patchy charged surfaces. The simula-
tion conditions are the same as that of Figure 2b. Although the
line tension is not explicitly calculated in our simulations, the
trend in surface energy of the domains, which increases with the
domain area (∼R2), can also be inferred. The radius is measured
by eq 2.
We use the molecular scale attraction of the tails for the Aln

potential, εatt, as a parameter that allows us to fit the simulation
results to the experiments. When εatt = 20 kBT, the pressure fits
the experimental results fairly well. If instead we consider the LJ
potential, a fit of the simulation to the experiment requires a
much stronger molecular attraction of εatt = 50 kBT as seen in
Figure 3b. In our simulations, each positively charged surface
particle contains one negative surface charge and two positive

Figure 3. (a) Domain size, R, plotted as a function of the separation,D, between the two surfaces. It decreases sharply for small values ofDe 25 nm but
remains fairly constant for larger values ofD. In particular, when R > 30 nm our simulations showed that a single domain was formed, suggesting a phase
transition tomacroscopic phase separation between the two charged species. (b) Pressure ratio plotted as a function of separation,D. Here�P is plotted;
i.e., the pressure is attractive. For the Aln model with εatt = 20 kBT, the numerical results show good agreement with the experimental data. Agreement of
the simulation and the experiment requires a value of εatt = 50 kBT for the LJ model. (c) Overlap ratio and pressure shown as a function of separation,D.
Since the value of g(¥) is not universal and depends on the system conditions, we normalize the overlap to its value at a very large surface separation. The
left axis is g(150) � g(D), which is the difference in the overlap ratio defined in the text at separation of D compared with very large separations (of
150 nm) to very long separation. The two curves show a similar trend as a function of the distance. The lines are a guide to the eye.
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lipid molecules; our simulations do not model the solvent
explicitly and account for the solvent via the dielectric constant
of water. Although we model the interaction between the
effective lipid chains with a point particle potential that varies
as 1/r6, the actual interactions of chains with several CH groups
are longer ranged and stronger. This may explain the reason why
the Aln gives better results than the LJ model.
We note that these interactions operate at the molecular level

within a given surface; the attractive pressure measured in the
experiments and calculated in our simulations is the global
attraction of two oppositely charged surfaces and arises from
the electrostatic interactions of their anticorrelated charged
domains. The attractive pressure between two opposing patchy
charged surfaces is relatively small for large spacings, larger than
∼20 nm; beyond this distance, the pressure is still negative but
the magnitude is very small. We found that the attractions
between the surfaces are still measurable at distances around
∼60 nm; beyond this distance, the pressure drops below our
numerical precision. Since the hard-core osmotic pressure due to
the excluded volume interactions of the salt is much smaller than
the electrostatic pressure, it is clear that the primary reason for
the attraction is the correlation of charge patches in two
membranes.
It is of interest to see how the attraction depends on the

domain size, the domain compactness (or the density of lipids in
the domain), and the correlation between domains. The electro-
static anticorrelations between domains on opposing surfaces is
the origin of the attractive pressure. To quantify the anticorrela-
tion between domains, we introduce the overlap ratio, g(z),
between domains, defined as the ratio between the total number
of particles and the number of particles in the upper plane of one
charge type that overlaps particles in the lower plane of the same
charge type when the separation of the planes is z. If the domains
on the two opposing surfaces are perfectly anticorrelated, the
charged domains in each plane are distributed in an alternating
manner, and the overlap ratio would then be zero since no charge
is opposite to one of the same species. On the contrary, if the
domains on two opposite surfaces are weakly correlated, the
overlap ratio increases and oppositely charged domains in the
two opposing surfaces hardly recognize each other. To find a
reference value for the zero-correlation limit, we consider a
tentative value of large separation when the distance is 150 nm.
The overlap ratio for this separation is about 0.38 when εatt = 20
kBT. There is a jump in the overlap ratio when the distance
between surfaces is of the order of 20 nm, and the ratio slowly
increases as the surface separation is decreased.
Small values of the overlap ratio indicate stronger correlations

between oppositely charged domains between the two surfaces.
However, the overlap ratio does not decrease in a manner that is
similar to the decrease of the pressure when the distance between
surfaces is increased, as can be seen in Figure 3c. The attraction
decreases quickly with a nearly exponential decay, while the
overlap ratio decreases in an approximately linear manner. From
ref 5, the pressure depends on the effective domain size, which
may be linearly dependent on the overlap ratio. The reason that
the pressure decays faster than the overlap ratio may be because
the pressure depends not only the correlation of the finite
domains but also on the screening by salt in the bulk. For larger
separations, this ratio quickly converges to the reference value of
very large spacings. Interestingly, the sharp change happens
when the distance is comparable to the domain size. This is
probably because, at this distance scale, the interaction between

charged domains in two opposing surfaces is comparable to the
interaction between domains within a single plane. This result is
consistent with the theoretical predictions for the zero salt limit.5

Larger domains are found (in the range of∼5�∼20 nm). For
small separations, the electrostatic correlation between oppo-
sitely charged particles (anticorrelation of the charge) in the two
opposing surfaces reduces the free energy of the system and
enhances the growth of the domains. The domains grow as the
separation is decreased, untilD∼ 5 nm, at which a single domain
is seen in the simulations; this might be an indication of a phase
transition from patchy charged surfaces to surfaces with macro-
scopic phase separation of the two charged species. Such a
transition might correspond to the findings in ref 5 that predict
the possibility of the first-order transition for zero salt; this
transition arises from the interlayer interactions and is not
predicted for a single surface. However, since our simulations
are performed for a finite-sized periodic cell, our results may only
suggest the possibility of such a phase transition. When D >
25 nm, the change in size of the charged domains as a function of
separation is smaller than the numerical fluctuations. We cannot
observe the dependence within our numerical resolution in this
regime. For larger intersurface separations, the domain size is
more sensitive to the salt concentration and the surface tension
(rather than to the separation) as indicated in ref 6.
It is worthwhile to mention that the simulations predict a

domain size at large separations of∼25�30 nm which is smaller
than the experimental value of about 50 nm. One of the main
reasons for this is the numerical limitation of the simulation that
allows to treat only small numbers of particles; for example, we
use 2500 particles for each surface. If domain size is in the range
of about 30 nm, there are only a few domains on each surface,
each of which contains about 1000 charged particles. Since we
use periodic boundary conditions, there is an artificially strong
electrostatic repulsion between similarly charged domains which
is amplified as the domain size is increased. This long-range
repulsion that arises from the periodic boundary conditions
prevents the growth of the domains. The best way to overcome
this artifact is to simulate a larger number of particles in a larger
periodic cell, an approach that is currently limited by computa-
tional power. Although the simulated domain size is smaller than
the experimental size by∼40%, the simulated attractive pressure
and its dependence on the intersurface separation agree remark-
ably well with experiment. This is perhaps because the pressure is
more sensitive to the correlations and the charge density within
the finite domain as opposed to the domain size.
Salt Concentration and Line Tension. We now discuss the

dependence of the domain size on the salt concentration and line
tension. In Figure 4a, the domain size is plotted as a function of
the separation for different values of εatt which controls the line
tension between the lipid and mica domains. We find that the
domain size depends only weakly on the value εatt. Larger
domains are found for higher values of εatt which is consistent
with theoretical predictions.6 The physics behind this is related to
the fact that in the absence of electrostatic interactions, positive
line tension results in infinitely large domains—i.e., macroscopic
phase separation. The attraction of two macroscopically phase-
separated domains shows a slower decay (as the surface spacing is
increased) than that of finite domains. For macroscopic phase
separation, the attraction is that of two infinite, oppositely
charged surfaces where according to ref 5 the attraction depends
on distance as sech2(κD). In Figure 4b the pressure is shown as a
function of the intersurface separation for different values of the
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molecular lipid attractive interactions (corresponding to the line
tension). A higher value of the attractive pressure between
surfaces is found for larger values of εatt. The effect of the
molecular attraction on the pressure is seen more clearly than
its effect on the domain size. In particular, when εatt e 10 kBT,
there was no attraction between the two opposing surfaces for
large separations. A reason for this is related to the fact that the
actual equilibrium distance between lipids (i.e., their local pack-
ing density) is controlled by the value εatt. For example, whenD =
5 nm, the interlipid distance in the same domain is 1.502 (
0.020 nm for εatt = 6 kBT, 1.419( 0.001 nm for εatt = 10 kBT, and
1.364( 0.026 nm for εatt = 20 kBT. It is worthwhile to note that
the interlipid distance not only depends on the interaction
between lipids but also is known to depend on the charge
asymmetry of the lipids and the separation between the surface.23

Analytical treatments of this problem predict that salt can
enhance the domain size since it screens the electrostatic

repulsion between lipids.5,6 To observe this phenomena clearly
in our simulations, we reduced the surface charge density by a
factor of 2: i.e., 0.165 e/nm2. This yields larger domains with
same overall number of simulation particles. The system size for
this simulation is 123.4 nm for 2500 surface charges on each
surface. Since the charged domain contains hundreds of charged
particles in its interior, the salt ions of one type are highly
condensed on domains with the opposite local surface charge,
thus reducing the electrostatic repulsions between lipids and thus
increasing the domain size. We recall that the electrostatic
repulsion of similarly charged particles within a domain is
necessary to get finite domains in equilibrium; the electrostatic
repulsion balances the positive line tension which favors large or
even infinite domains. We obtain the same trend in our simula-
tion results for the domain size as a function of salt concentration
as shown in Figure 5b. It should be noted that a larger domain
size does not necessarily imply a larger attractive interaction

Figure 4. (a)Domain size plotted as a function of the intersurface separation,D, for three different values of themolecular lipid attraction εatt. For higher
values of εatt, larger domains are formed. Inset is an enlargement of the figure. (b) Stronger attractive pressure is observed for higher values of εatt. In
particular, when εatt = 6 kBT or 10 kBT, the pressure is attractive in the range of D = 20 or 30 nm.

Figure 5. (a) Domain size for different salt concentrations given in M. Adding more salt increases the domain size, R. (b) Corresponding pressure as a
function of salt concentration. The attraction is reduced for higher salt concentration.
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between the two surfaces for all conditions, as seen in Figure 5a.
This is because the intersurface interaction is reduced by the
screening effect of the salt, despite the fact the anticorrelated
domains are larger in size for higher salt concentration. The high
charge density within the domains (for example, the local charge
density when εatt = 20 kBT is about 0.42 e/nm2) induces a
relatively large number of counterions—compared with DH
theory—to be near the surface, and this screens the interactions
between the surfaces. In addition, we study the effect of reducing
the surface charge density compared with the simulations shown
in Figure 3. The domain size for a surface charge density of 0.165
e/nm2 increases by 15% compared with the bare surface charge
density of 0.33 e/nm2, but the pressure is also reduced by 61%.

’DISCUSSION

Our simulations show that heterogeneously charged mem-
branes with mobile charges have finite-sized domains whose
anticorrelation in charge lead to a relatively long-ranged attrac-
tion for intersurface separations in the range of several tens of
nanometers. This distance is relevant to some biological situa-
tions; for example, the separation between vesicles containing
SNARE proteins and the plasmamembrane of the cell is around a
few tens of nanometers when fusion is observed, and the inter-
distance between microtubules is similar. The finite sizes of the
domains are determined by the balance of the hydrophobic
attraction of the lipids with the electrostatic repulsions of the
surface charges. For small separation distances of a few nano-
meters, the correlations play an important role in controlling
both the domain size and the intersurface attractive pressure.
Larger correlation gives rise to larger domains and stronger
attraction. We note that the bare surface charge density of 0.33 e/
nm2 is much larger than the effective surface charge density of
0.015 e/nm2.21 Future studies might focus on a self-consistent
calculation of the effective surface charge density due to charge
regulation in these systems.

For smaller intersurface separations, the domain size and the
negative pressure increase, while the overlap ratio decreases, and
a sharp jump is found near 20 nm separation. For larger
separations, D, the domain size depends less sensitively on D.
Instead, the domain size is more sensitive to the short-ranged
interaction and salt concentration similar to the case of a single
surface with two charge species. For large values of D, ∼ 50 nm,
the attraction drops to almost zero and the overlap ratio levels off
to maximum. In this regime, the pressure follows the domain size
but the correlation between domains (overlap ratio), the lipid
concentration in domain, and salt are other important factors
that determine the intersurface attractive pressure.

We find that a higher density of lipid particles is found in a
single domain with a higher line tension for larger values of the
molecular lipid attraction εatt. Higher values of εatt not only
increase the domain size but also increase the lipid density within
a domain; i.e., the interlipid distance within a domain decreases.
The pressure is quite sensitive to these effects. For the case of
small values of εatt = 6�10 kBT, we could not find any attractions
for intersurface distances beyond 20 nm.

Salt typically screens the electrostatic potential and reduces
electrostatic interactions. Theoretical studies of intersurface
attractions in patchy domain systems5 predict that salt reduces
the electrostatic repulsion between like charges and increases the
domain size. Our simulations agree with these theoretical pre-
dictions. However, the same theories also predict that in the

strong-screening, Debye�Huckel regime, the larger domain size
is obtained as the salt concentration is increased, dominating the
screening effect of added salt, so that the intersurface attractive
pressure increases with salt. Our simulations show the contrary:
in contrast to the increase of the domain size, the pressure
decreases as salt is added. Whether this is due to the strong
screening assumption of the linearized theory compared with our
relatively highly charged surfaces remains to be seen. However, in
our simulation range, salt plays its traditional role.

’APPENDIX

The effective surface charge density measured in the experi-
ment is much smaller than the bare charge density we used in the
simulation. However, it is natural for the highly charged surfaces
like our system. Ifσs∼ 1 nm�2, then theGouy�Chapman length
λ� 1/(2πlBσs)≈ 3. For added 1�1 salt, which means both the
positive and negative ions are monovalent, the Debye length is of
order 100 Å for 1 mM salt. So, for cs e 1 M, κλ < 1, where κ2 �
8πcslB.

At large distance from the surface (x . λ), the electrostatic
potential has the Debye�Huckel form j(x) = j0e

�κx. We
assume that the force measurements in the experiment are made
in this regime.

At the Poisson�Boltzmann level and for no salt, the counter-
ions density varies as

FðxÞ ¼ 1
2πlB

1

ðλþ xÞ2 ð3Þ

We assume that the effect of co-ion is much smaller near the
strongly charged surface.

At a distance ξ, such that

FðxÞ ¼ cs ð4Þ
we expect crossover to DH behavior

ξ ¼ 2
k

1� 1
2
kλÞ

�
ð5Þ

from the above equations. At x = ξ, where the DH form becomes
valid, the effective surface charge density is

σeff ¼ σs �
Z ξ

0
FðxÞ dx � k

4πlB
ð6Þ

Then

σeff

σs
� 1

2
kλ , 1 ð7Þ

So, it is not strange that the effective surface charge density is
much smaller than the bare surface charge density in our system.
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